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Culinary tools for life
Easily clean processor for tough ingredients

Enjoy this powerful machine that can handle the most demanding ingredients with

ingenious accessories. This Philips food processor HR7781/00 is part of the

Robust Collection, a series of durable kitchen tools that make cooking a pleasure.

Robustly built

Solid metal base

Break-resistant 4L bowl

Power-efficient 1200 W motor

15 year guarantee on the motor

The essentials - perfected

Innovative kneading hook for up to 2kg heavy dough

Innovative double-balloon beater for perfect whisking

3 metal discs to slice, grate and julienne

Durable stainless-steel chopping knife

Wide feeding tube takes large ingredients

Bowl with drainage holes and dishwasher-safe accessories

Technology - where it counts

Smooth, rimless surfaces for much easier cleaning



Food processor HR7781/00

Highlights

3 metal discs

It has 3 stainless steel metal discs: 1 for

julienne or French fries, 1 for medium and

small slicing, 1 for medium and small

shredding.

Durable chopping knife

The durable stainless-steel chopping knife

chops your ingredients perfectly in seconds.

Double-balloon beater

The double balloon beater can be used to

whisk light to medium batter. With two balloons

the result can be achieved more rapidly. Two

beaters bring more air into egg whites or

cream.

Innovative kneading hook

The innovative kneading hooks processes

tough ingredients and can handle up to 2kg

heavy dough. Due to its very fast performance

your dough is done within minutes/or in less

than a minute.

Power-efficient 1200 W motor

The 1200 W motor of this Philips food

processor handles more than 2 kilo of bread or

pizza dough.

Easier to clean

This food processor is optimized for cleaning.

With smooth and rimless surfaces the food

does not get stuck and cleaning becomes very

easy.

Solid metal base

The Food Processor is made of durable

materials. It has a full metal housing body and

it is equipped with accessories made of

stainless steel and Zytel plastics to withstand

the high forces during application.

Wide feeding tube

The wide feeding tube is designed to take

large ingredients and whole fruits. So you don't

need to pre-cut them anymore. .

Extended product guarantee

15 years guarantee on the motor will be

provided upon registration within 3 months

after purchase.
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Specifications

General specifications

2 speeds

Non-slip feet

Integrated cord storage

Recipe booklet

Accessories

Balloon beater: For whipping, whisking ,

mixing, battering and emulsifying

Kneading tool: For kneading, heavy kneading,

mixing dough

Stainless steel chopping knife: chopping,

cutting, crumbling, mashing, mincing

Julienne/french fry disk: For julienne strips or

french fries

Double-sided shredding disc: For medium and

small shredding

Double-sided slicing disc: For medium and

small slicing

Number of inserts/discs: 3

Design specifications

Disks, chopping blade: Stainless steel

Color(s): Aluminium and pumish grey

Technical specifications

Bowl capacity dry: 4 L

Bowl volume capacity liquid: 4 L

Bowl capacity dough: 2000 g

Bowl capacity flour: 1000 g

Speeds: 2+ pulse

Frequency: 50/60 Hz

Power: 1200 W

Voltage: 220-240 V

Safety: Safety lock system for lid & bowl

detection

Cord length: 1.5 m

Higher speed: 1500 RPM

Lower speed: 600 RPM

Dimensions

Box dimension (WxHxD): 47.5x39.0x42.6

Product weight: 8.6 kg

Weight incl. Packaging: 10.4 kg

Easy to clean

Bowl with drainage holes

Dishwasher-safe accessories

Smooth & rimless surfaces

Guarantee

Extended Guarantee: 5 year product

guarantee and 15 years guarantee on the motor

Sustainability

Made of recycled materials: 25 %

Recyclable materials: 89 %

Stand-by power consumption: 0 W
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